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COMPOSER OF THE 20TH CENTURY

Igor Fyodorovich Stravinsky ComSE was a Russian-born composer, pianist, and conductor. He is widely considered one
of the most important and influential composers of the 20th century. .. In September , Stravinsky bought "an expensive
house" in Nice: the Villa des Roses. From to , the Stravinskys lived.

In the s, he toured the Americas and wrote several pieces fulfilling American commissions, including the
Concerto in E flat, "Dumbarton Oaks. Mark , there are passages with Webernish sounds and silences, melodies
made mostly of wide skips, and series of twelve notes treated according to Schoenberg's technique.
Stravinsky's elegant clothes, his thin hair brushed straight back, and a very thin mustache contrasted with his
bulging nose, readily grinning or smacking lips, busy bright eyes, and huge ears. He had begun touring as a
conductor and pianist, generally performing his own works. Diaghilev soon brought him into the center of an
illustrious group of artists in Paris and during the next few years evoked his utmost daring in collaborations
with Michel Fokine and Vaslav Nijinsky, among others. Rimsky-Korsakov suggested that the young,
enthusiastic musician take private lessons instead of studying at the Saint Petersburg Conservatoire. This piece
is an amazing tribute to the creative vitality of a composer then in his middle 80s. Igor began piano lessons as
a young boy and soon began studying music theory and composition. Stravinsky put up with
Rimsky-Korsakov, a leading Russian composer at Heidelberg, in , and the composer suggested that Stravinsky
should take private lessons as a composer rather than join the University of St. For Madame Rimsky, there
was a charming Pastorale for wordless voice and piano, later to become a favorite in various instrumental
arrangements. The death of Diaghilev in the year the Great Depression began marked the end of an epoch, the
extinction of a social focus for much of Stravinsky's work. But these books, he said later, were "much less like
me, in all my faults, than my conversations," which he compiled in collaboration with Robert Craft in a series
of volumes: Conversations , Memories and Commentaries , Expositions and Developments , Dialoguesand a
Diary , Themes and Episodes , and Retrospectives and Conclusions  He recognized melody as the "most
essential" element. His last major work, Requiem Canticles , is a profoundly moving adaptation of modern
serial techniques to a personal imaginative vision that was deeply rooted in his Russian past. Outstanding
among these was a memorial to Debussy, Symphonies for Wind Instruments. He was 88 years old. Then
Diaghilev assigned him bigger tasks, for which Stravinsky postponed his opera Nightingale. The Cantata on
medieval English poems and the Septet show a new density of contrapuntal ingenuity in the service of
wonderfully lively expression. Petersburg Conservatory surpassed the fame of his operas. His harmonies and
forms were more elusive. In his early works he remained using tonality, but soon in his later years is when he
desired to expand outside the box of tonality, deterrating the difference between consonance and dissonance
and the home key. Although his father was a star singer of the Imperial Opera, he rather expected the boy to
become a bureaucrat. Aside from purely technical considerations such as rhythm and harmony, the most
important hallmark of Stravinsky 's style is, indeed, its changing face. Bill Lamb is a music and arts writer
with two decades of experience covering the world of entertainment and culture. In February a short but
brilliant orchestral piece, the Scherzo fantastique was performed in St. In , Stravinsky focused entirely on
music taking private lessons under the guidance of Rimsky-Korsakov twice a week until when the composer
died. Stravinsky began taking twice-weekly music lessons from the famed composer in , and they continued
until Rimsky-Korsakov's death in  There is so much to believe. This work deeply influenced Bertold Brecht,
Jean Cocteau, and other dramatists of the s, as well as composers and performers of each later generation. The
first fruit of this collaboration was Orpheus  Petersburg Conservatory surpassed the fame of his operas. The
Rite of Spring is a frenzied breakthrough of 20th-century affinities to prehistoric mankind. During this time,
Stravinsky explored and used musical styles from the classical period. While not shocking, his death saddened
those who recalled his immense gifts and influence in his field. Major Contributions Stravinsky has made
several contributions to the music industry and has been widely known for his musical compositions which
used different compositional styles. Igor Stravinsky and Vaslav Nijinsky as Petrushka. Apollo and Orpheus
rivaled the Firebird in the New York City Ballet repertory, and the symphonies, concertos, and miscellaneous
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pieces came to life. At first its gravity seemed incongruous with the worldliness of the ballets; after it got to be
familiar, it was often recommended as a good starting point for acquaintance with Stravinsky's work as a
whole. He had been spurred to this work by Mozart's Masses but not in any obvious way; rather, he said, "As I
played through these rococo-operatic sweets-of-sin, I knew I had to write a Mass of my own, but a real one.
The most comprehensive collection of facts about his life and all his works is Eric W. Stravinsky was nearly
arrested for his rearrangement of the national anthem during a performance in Boston in , but otherwise he
found a welcome reception in his new country. Both were "major" despite a brevity worthy of Webernâ€”the
Movements about 10 minutes, the Variations less than 5. Several projects for film music were begun, and
though none was completed, the music for them found various proper forms; most expansive, and at moments
reminiscent of the Rite, was the Symphony in Three Movements  This work deeply influenced Bertold Brecht,
Jean Cocteau , and other dramatists of the s, as well as composers and performers of each later generation.


